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ownstairs Tonight

Speakers
153 J. C. Students Six
In Intramural
Seek Graduation Speech Final

Hi.\e Great" was given that title
1,1 |. [cause
his noble efforts lifted
e Greeks and their subject peo>L several rungs up civilization's
1 (ider.
Beloved
by
everyone
elm money-lender to swineherd,
• •, 1 ixander lived to a ripe old age,
Heralding the potentially largest commencement
grounded in his declining years group in Stockton Junior College history, one hundred
' .vV| adoring grandchildren.
, . ,
, and fifty-three students have filed application for
napoleon
onaparte ruled long graduation this June, according to Louis E. Windmiller,
" 1 wisely over the contented citi- registrar of the Junior College. All graduates from the
STa.aua.leS irom tUe
s 0f a prosperous France. Lit- j. c. will recelve the d
Asso-*
l '-ifj, "II children of Germany remember c;ate of Artg
ipoleon as one
whose benefi,
.
.
, The list of applicants, whose
t
Ice knew no bonds of national records are being checked to verindaries.
fy fulfillment of graduation reaiser \\ llhelm had a great quirements, follows. It is not the
lw lion, a world without the scourge official list of graduates.

New Record Probable As
Windmiller Rel eases List

Impromptu Contest Will
Be Decided Thursday
Finalists in the intramural im
promptu speaking contest will
compete next Thursday night be
fore one of the two Toastmaster
groups of the local Y. M. C. A.
In the group of finalists are to
be found six varsity debaters: Er
win Farley, John Fanucchi, Martin
Pulich, Gregg
P h i f e r, Orvil
Fletcher, and Bill Biddick. Farley
is a senior, Biddick a sophomore in
the Stockton J. C. All others are
juniors at the College of the Pa
cific.
Extemporaneous speaking finals
have been set for May 10. The con
test will be held before the other
Toastmaster group. Finalists for
this contest have not yet been
selected.
Judging will be done by the whole
club at each of these contests. The
winners will receive the regular
intramural cups in both events.

Studio Stage Weekly Gets
Players Give First Class
Lewis' Drama Ranking
"It Can't Happen Here"
Continues Run
Tonight, Tomorrow

"It Can't Happen Here" has
happened at Pacific.
Sinclair Lewis' best-seller 'con
verted to drama has been chosen
by Director Clair Tatton for the
Studio Theatre production which
was presented to an enthusiastic
audience last night and will be re
peated tonight and tomorrow night.
CAN IT HAPPEN?
"It Can't Happen Here" is a
timely play in its realistic recount
ing of the eventual effect of totali
tarian pressure - methods in
America. The characters are first
shown in their placid lives un
affected by the Corpos, which
closely parallel Fascism a n d
Nazism. Then after the Leftist or
ganization strengthens its hold on
the people, many highly dramatic
scenes show the conflict the'popu
lace goes through in the clutches
of the government.
CAPABLE CAST
Outstanding members of the cast
are Herman Spindt, Glenn Tanner,
Les Jacobsen, Carl Gatsman, Alice
Rudabaugh, Lois Wheeler and Bill
Hunefeld.
Curtain as usual will rise
promptly
at 8, and all seats are
Still under consideration of the
25 cents.
Associated Women Student's
cabinet is the newly revised A.W.S.
constitution, drawn up recently by
a special committee headed by
Betty Rae Stone.
New items in the constitution
include a system of honorary so
cieties to be Inaugurated as local
MSS, a magazine containing
organizations. Sophomore
a n d creative literary efforts of students
senior groups would be slated to of the College of Pacific and Stock
join the national organizations of ton Junior College, will be pub
Spurs and Mortar Board at a lished by the Scroll and Stylus
later date.
club late in May.
A freshman women's handbook
MSS is sponsored by Scroll and
was suggested at the recent cabinet Stylus but is intended to represent
meeting and met with approval. the whole college. Students and
This book would include all items organizations with contributions
concerning A. W. S. functions and are urged to submit them to Miss
P. S. A. activities and traditions. Eleanor McCann or Miss Jeanne
A group is now planning to in Woodruff before May 1.
vestigate the possibility of printing
MSS will consist of light verse,
this manuscript.
short stories, essays, humorous and
Because of her withdrawal from serious, and short popular critical
school, Miss Minnie Sawyer has re articles. More than twenty people
turned to the A. W. S. cabinet have already submitted copy of
a $25 check for her scholarship. their work to the editing commit
The money will be maintained by tee which is made up of Ingeborg
the A. W. S. as an emergency fund Van Loben Sels, president of the
for girls immediately in need of club, Gladys Hughes, Aileen Bouy,
money.
Jeanne Woodruff, and Miss Eleanor
Installation of new officers will McCann, faculty advisor of the
be held at the next general meet committee.
ing of the A. W. S. on May 11,
The price of the publication will
states Betty Rae Stone, president.
be fifteen cents and in order to
o
obtain a copy it will be necessary
to sign the sheet posted on the
bulletin board outside of Room 204
in the Administration building or
the one in Jeanne Woodruff's pos
session at the Gym. Only 150
Following up the Vocational
copies of the magazine will be is
Guidance Conference, sponsored
sued.
and financed by the Pacific Stu

Award Made By A. C. P.
In National Judging
THE PACIFIC WEEKLY ad
vanced another step in her march
to the - top of the ladder by being
awarded early this week a first
class rating by the Ali-American
Critical Service of the Associated
Collegiate Press. The survey was
held under the auspices of the
journalism department of the Uni
versity of Minnesota.
First class rating is the second
highest honor obtainable, being ex
celled only by All-American rank
ing. The University of Southern
California Daily Trojan received
an All-American rating.
A total of 401 college newspapers
from 46 states and Hawaii were
entered in A. C. P. judging, con
ducted in five divisions.
The
WEEKLY was entered in the 1000
to 2500 enrollment classification.
Stated Gregg Phifer, news editor
of the WEEKLY, "We are greatly
pleased with our rating this year.
I wish to thank members of the
staff for their consistently good
work which helped to bring recog
nition to the WEEKLY."
The only other California papers
in the first class division were
the Modesto Junior College Col
legian and the Santa Claran of
the University of Santa Clara.
o

Straighten Out Your
Peace Ideas
In Today's Gabfests

Discussions Today
Close Peace Week
Tag Day, Dance Contribute To C.O.P.
Refugee Fund; M. Atkinson Keynotes
Concluding the local observance of Peace Week,
short discussions on various phases of the peace prob
lem will be held today in many of the classes in both
the College of the Pacific and the Stockton Junior
College.
•

These discussions will attempt
to translate for Mr. and Misa
Average College Student the per
plexing problems which are seri
ously studied by a few of their
number in special groups, such as
the S. C. A. peace group and the
International Affairs Club.
" W sfi,fish
"^^'It ARNOT TO ESMOND
TAG DAY DRIVE
Jean Arnot, Helen Frances Atch«.lhfv,mS g i
I1361" °Pul
ie threatening naval race with w
„
T
Tag Day was held on the Pacific
,,
. . ley, Mary Barbara Baer, Jacque!, - eat
Britain and Europe had nJ„„ D K .
„
campus yesterday. The proceeds
.,. ,
.
,
line Roberta Ball, Francis J. BanRobert W. Mock of Pennsburg,
ace. Today he reigns only in .. hi,,...,,,,... ,,
„
„
of this concerted effort will help
. . .
,
c h i o , E l i z a b e t h M a r a B a r r o n , D o r o - Pa., wants to go to college in the
to make a reality the slogan, "A
6 T' S °r a \ P60ple' / re" thy Bartholomew, Helen Margery
worst way; the College of the Pa
Refugee for C. O. P." This effort
„ Wed, dignified benign old gen- B
Maauel A. Belitsky, Bill
cific has to-date no goldfish gulpwas under the sponsorship of the
.Jlman, retired with his cordwood Biddick> w
E
Bi
ers, record masticators or mice
local Student Refugee Committee,
ro
S
t0
l0
C
ba
1P
a
"
f
°'
f ; °"
J. Bosch, Elaine A. Brink, Sarah swallowers. Hence the following
headed by Bill Biddick.
leo of peace and contentment.
_
Tn«
Jane
Cameron, Barbara Jean Cas- strange communique via penny pos
Last night's dance in the gym
dolf Hitler,
Maurice L. Cohen, Grant C. tal received by Registrar Robert
nasium climaxed the campus drive
!e of the world's greatest diplo-1 Colliver, Ruth Coward, Norman R. Burns Tuesday.
for funds for room and board for
its, holds his position today Davis, William H. Dawson, Gene"Sir:
the refugee who takes advantage
gely because he knows how to vieve Elaine de Ong, Dorothy Ann
of the full scholarship offered by
"I eat 45 goldfish, 15 records
1 the truth and never waver Dinubilo, Rose Marie Douglass, of your Alma Mater and three
the Board of Trustees of the Col
om it. He has awfierce desire Roy Roscoe Duncan, Lorraine Dun- issues of any magazine.
lege of the Pacific.
r peace, which he will preserve laP> Leona Lee Esmond.
ATKINSON PROPOSAL
"These feats will put your col
Highlight of the entire week
lege on the map.
all costs.
FERGUSON TO HULL
was the speech in last Tuesday's
"How much scholarship do I
lis^lcompletely convinced, as was
Velma Jean Ferguson, Nickolina
compulsory assembly by Maurice
'
e great Iron Chancellor, Prince Ficovich, Betty Fink, James C. get?
Atkinson, assemblyman from Long
"Sincerely,
hrl otto Eduard Leopold von Fisher, Lew Ford, George M. FowlBeach. The peace program pro
"Robert W. Mock,
smark-Schonlausen, that Ger- er, Thomas R. French, Irving
Mainspring behind the "Refu posed by Atkinson included two
|my is big enough now and Fritz, George Fujita, Ralph Wal"Periowen School, Pennsburg.
gee for C. O. P." fund drive Is planks, (1) quarantining all ag
esn't need any more territory, ter Gardner, Margaret Ann Gari- Pa.
Chairman BILL BIDDICK, who gressor nations, (2) furnishing the
"Please reply."
t jjj tler is a powerful force for the baldi, Dolores Glee Gerhart, Frank
also served as co-chairman of democratic nations with necessary
aintenance of the status quo in T. Gerlinger Elva B. German, LawAssistant Registrar Miss Ellen M.
munitions of war in case of Euro
Peace Week.
rence Melvin Gholz, Max Gobel, Deering is somewhat nonplused as
pobn jrope.
pean war ensued. This policy, he
I.
rinlllQinn
Mildred Gould, Frances Myrle Gra- to what reply to make to the casthoped, would make the United
Oc.y UeiUblUll . . . .
Raymond J. Granucci, Geral- iron stomached Pennsylvanian. She
h
Is til This looks like another "April ..
States the decisive factor in stop
„ .
„ ,
_
T
r
...
,
.
d i n e G r i g g s , E v e l y n J e a n e t t e G u - is uncertain what type of scholar
Inspired by the open-air exhibi
ping world anarchy without the
. ...
T
1 sinde, Wilder TT
H," doesn t it? If you re ma.,
Hadden, Isami
Allan ship young Mock wants—athletic
tions now on display in New York
Ik '
necessity fqr sending a single
,
. . . H a g i o , S h i z u o H a m a m u r a , P a u l i n e for the goldfish gulping, music for
City, the first open-air show of
doughboy overseas.
kt we've been reading our his- H
GJenn Harter_ Jack Fran_
the Stockton Junior College will be
Isolation, Atkinson dismissed as
ry and our newspapers through K Hldyj Jean Marguerite Hidy> the record nibbling or literary for
the mag. chewing.
held on the campus on Tuesday,
impractical, politically and eco
-*• se-colored spectacles the last few Edlth clah. Mixson> Ann Hodgkins,
As regards putting C. O. P. on
May 2, from 8:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
nomically. Neutrality, he said, we
°*»ys. In the rosy haze whlchU^ LamQnt Honnold> Eunlce
the map, Miss Deering might well
Outside
walls
of
the
Cub
House
cannot judge adequately. "Cer
suded our vision, we were per- E(jthep Hood> Prances Hull.
ask Mr. Mock if he ever heard of
will be used to show student work
tainly it has not succeeded in in
ips a little too prone to see
A. A. Stagg and the "32-0 over
which will be on sale. This will
ings as they might have been ™ TO MORSE
The list of Pacific Student Asso hibiting agressor nations. It fur
give Pacific students an oppor
.
Ukmo Ikawa, Norma James, Chicago" Bengals.
thermore is defeated in two im
KLEVQ d might
be, if—
L ,
.
^
,
tunity to acquire souvenirs of ciation officers for next year was portant ways—neutrals carry on
Mr. Mock may not get his
»• Senkn >. Today ends Peace Week. ThesePf1^ Ann Jones Nylan Jeung,
campus days, painted by under completed Tuesday with the elec trans-shipment of our ^arms to
**rtjr tad 1 ys that's a rather ironic term,Elizabeth Kalmin, Grayce scholarship, but he got his pub
graduate artists.
tion of Marguerite Etzel to the of belligerents, and an attitude of
•fly" OFut eace." Many Americans b e l i e v e PAsu Kaneda, Norma Ruby Kee- licity.
Open-air exhibitions are now an fice of secretary..
—-o
——
neutrality becomes impossible."
..
...
ble,
Alice
Lenore
Keehner,
Edith
u - •• jf •
can never have it until we
'
'
..
established custom in Washington
MUNICH MISTAKE
. . 0 „ Kidder, Clifton H. Kizer,1 Kenneth
t. Clan
p the dictators, even if we have
'
'
Miss
Etzel
defeated
Betty
Flick
Square in New York City. Artists
It was the belief of Mr. Atkinson
Klaas L. Graf Kroeck, Jack C.
i, guaric - fight to do it. That's like the
have banded together to show their inger by nine votes in a special that had the nations of Europe
in lb. Win Mark Twain told about who
Alice Ladd, Norman E.
work in a place which is not be run-off election. Balloting in the stood up at Munich in bluff-calling,
.,
... . „ .Lamb, William Joseph Lampkin,
nrail|.id,
"I'm going to live within my
•
*
*
<
yond their means, and which special poll was light, gave Etzel the world wouldn't be in its present
...
..
Jr.,
Monroe
N.
Langdon,
Robert
C.
r t.
i StegtlM come this year even if I have
enables them to sell their work. 134, Flickinger 125.
state. Czechosiovakian officials ex
Lauppe, Walter Clifton Lea, Kathand fitbif tt- borrow to do it."
Attending the second annual
Local students hope to have similar
Completed list of PSA major of pressed sorrow for Spain at its
erine Janet Lehman, Mildred LeCalifornia Youth Model Legislature
success.
ficers for 1939-40 is: Ernie Atkin betrayal. Mr. Atkinson asks this
vand, Joseph Loftus, Stanley Loy,
Jystery Woman
meeting in Sacramento today, to
The College of the Pacific Art son, president: Jane Jordan, vice- question, "Who is going to feel
Paciflc
s
Woman"
atJames
E.
Lyons,
Kathryn
Macdonn B*tt*|
' "Mystery
morrow, and Sunday is a group of
Department has scheduled a similar president; Marguerite Etzel, secre sorry for the United States if we
"•yjmled Professor Connolly's 12:351 aid, Oscar William Maier, Oliver
six Pacific students representing
showing for Tuesday, May 16.
fail to fulfill our historical and
tary; Bob Kientz, treasurer.
, Lfcss last week. Her first effort Malcolmson, Robert Marden Mcthree organizations.
Everyone is invited to visit these
moral role by saying 'no' to aggres
New
appointments
to
the
Publi
Jj&s the question written on the Carthy, Janet McGinnis, Elaine McRepresenting the Pacific Student
campus shows, and suggestions cations Committee for next year sor nations?"
iackboard, "Are you in earnest?" Kinsey, Madaline Alice McPheetfor improvement of future events will be made next week, pending
Association are Erwin Farley, PSA
Atkinson, a former varsity de
k" lad that been her only worry, we ers, Muriel Mello, Ernest G. Mey'
will be welcomed.
president, Bill Biddick and Martin
bater for the University of South
the
possibility
of
ex-officio
mem
luld have relieved her mind by ers, Beverly Jean Miller, Mary MarPulich; the Student Christian As
bers being created by the selection ern California, is the youngest
imaj-king, "Some are and some garet Miller, David Minasian, Dor- sociation is sending Irvin Grubbs,
of editors and business managers member of the State Assembly.
y f\CT ;Ten't-"
othy Miyata, Constance Lindsay chairman of the local council, and
He is chairman of the committee
for 1939-40 publications.
'
'After seizing the wrong book Moore, Lewis A. Morse,
June Dicklund, and William VillaThe Ex. Committee will be com on oil industries.
(om one of the girls on the front jfASH TO ROSS
ruz is the Filipino Club delegate.
pleted next September with the COMMITTEE WORKERS
•w, she clamped down on someMarijane Nash, Barbara Naw- All these delegates will be assem
Speaking at the Public Affairs election of class presidents.
The entire program of the local
dent Association, Captain R. C.
le's econ text. Evidently even manj John Ernest Neumann, Jim blymen in the legislature.
Forum meeting next Tuesday will
Peace Week was under the direc
Mongrum, of the United States
o
airchild,
Furness, and
Buck Richard Norton, Reiko Rose Ogabe Captain W. N. Cunningham,
tion of the student co-chairman,
Twelve youth groups from Stock Navy Reserve, discussed Aviation
dn't satisfy her, for she closed sawara, Florence K. L. Pang, Bill ton will be represented at the con Cadet Training for those definitely
Stockton district manager of the
Bill Biddick and Bill Workman.
almost
immediately
and Pantelopulos, Chris Papas, Pauline vention.
California Employment Service.
Serving on the Tag Day Commit
interested in this field, Thursday at
Capt. Cunningham will bring a
unched our her own.
Parsons, Dana Pengilly, Marnya
tee were Bob Kientz, Madge Hep
The legislature will discuss and 10:45 in room 111 Weber Hall.
decade of experience to hear on
burn, Irvin Grubbs, Doris Han
"Are you afraid to work? H Phelps, Mary Alberta Pierce, F. vote on proposals regarding slum
A tentative survey has been
the subject of California labor and
Concluding the series of six cock, Galen Harvey, Buford Bush,
»1our folks lost their jobs, would Richard Pugmire, Robert Raab, clearance and housing, youth and scheduled by the student commit
Dr.
M.
E.
Eiselen
will
speak
on
_ ^ ~ —1
^,1.4- n r\rl o-nf I TTT:ti:
TT
"D n m r.atr
Flnr-i a "R o n_
and Mitchell
shows to be seen here this year, Florence Malik,
T H l s *u..
Toil young people
go out
and get I William H.
Ramsey, Doris
Ran- labor relations and health prob tee of the Vocational Conference the World Today in Dr. Knoles' agricultural problems.
TO
the
San
Francisco
Museum
of
Art
Hookins.
The
meeting
will
be
held
in
the
bbs to save your homes? Would1 kin, Mary Odell Ranney, William lems.
At the end of the meet, and the Pacific WEEKLY to ob place at 11:15 on Mondays for the
o
S. C. A. rooms at 3:20 p. m. All will exhibit a group of prints in
r
bu girls be willing to do house- Edward Rempfer, Mamerto R. Re- recommendations will be (frawn tain student reactions as to the
next two weeks.
those interested are invited to at the upper hall of the Science Build
fork, perhaps studying your text- vives, Richard M. Riddell, Grace up for presentation to the Cali benefit derived by students from
The following programs will be
ing next week.
tend.
poks on the side ? Do you know Thora Rifberg, Bill Roberts, Jack fornia State Legislature.
the recent program.
heard over KWG next week.
out the merits of the Frazier- willard Ronald, Shirley Bertha
Tuesday at 2:00 p. m.—Musical
emke Bill?"
Ross.
Portraits.
|01e Ajax remonstrated gently i SACK TO ZERWACK
Wednesday at 11:00 a. m.—The
ith her.
'"That's what we're
Dorothy Sack, Minoru B. Saiki,
Book Parade with Bobbin Gay
At the Stockton Symphony or
[ere for, to learn how to do churo Sakata, Rowena Satterberg,
Peck.
chestra concert last Monday night,
pings we'll have to do later on." Ben. A. Savelli, Lois Jean SchoolWednesday at 2:00 p. m.
Crawford Gates, freshman mem
he "Mystery Woman" mumbled ing, William Sheets, T. Lucille ShelCampus Correspondent with Bill
ber of the PSA and student at the
pder her
breath; Connolly ley, Ardis Evonne Singleton, Verlyn
Becker.
Conservatory of Music, was an
hielded
his
face;
the
class Sjoquist, Betty Anne Smith, LynThursday at 1:15 p. m.—Pacific
nounced as the winner of the an
flamped down on its collective dell S. Smith, Adrian Squires, MagSymposium.
nual Manlio Silva award for the
Reviewer
Finds
Dialogue
Finished,
Action
Unnybone; the bell rang.
nus A. > Stone, Ethel Jean Strong,
'Peace" written by Carl Fuller
"Rumania Is Key To Present Crisis,"
outstanding student composition
Wilma Swarts, Fred Kumle Symwas the topic of discussion on
of the year.
Sustained;
Mirski
Shines
In
Title
Role
Stockton
Teacher
Tells
Internationalists
(ampus Kuts ....
ons, Marguerite Tanberg, Grace
Pacific Symposium yesterday. He
Owing to necessary changes in
(A close shave has been going Helen
Tener,
Dorothy
Irene
was assisted by Martin Pu
thor is an accomplished artist in the orchestration, Gates' composi
he rounds of Pacific's campus|Thompson, Robert M. Todd, Mae
By HENRY HOBSON
regimented and militarized from lich, John Fanucchi, Erwin Farley
By GREGG PHIFER
tion will not be played until next
st week.
No, Clyde King is I Louise Vignolo, Guy Wakefield,
Found: A historical drama that this phase of dramaturgy.
'England's shift from 'appease the age of two years, up. Even and Doris Hancock. Gregg Phifer
The atmosphere of the play di October, at which time the award
,/un
m
(fitill
in his old
location.
The U
/ A)
oia louacoi..
whitehead, George L. ment' to 'encirclement' shows that the games are propagandized, with did the announcing.
packs sustained interest!
ia
A.
will be made by John Gilchrist El
/ledges have been getting a close
I (UJ'edges
Virginia Wirth, Mary she has joined the rest of the the familar game of "Authors" hav
Art Farey's play, "Simon Boli vided between the romantic, aged
Radio Stage will not be heard
liott,
dean of the Conservatory.
Spain
and
the
vigorous
pulsations
have
at
the
point
of
Dieckman's.
,
wlniam
A
Vy
Dieckman s
William A. Workman, Ed- have' powers in the fear that they ing Hitler in all fourteen books
var," presented last Thursday and
this week.
Gates is majoring in Composi
fascinat"
ledger, an exceptionally fascinat-1
,, prescott VpII
yelland, Henry Ben may become 'has beens.'" Thus HITLER'S GOAL
Friday nights on the Pacific Little of conquest in the new world. The
ward
o
tion under Dean Elliott. Last
i>g tool. Would you like to wield nett Yost, William Zerweck
Miss Veva Brown, instructor in
Theatre stage, offered not only an blind, ardent love of Bolivar's
Hitler's aim, she said, was a
year's Silva award winner was Vin
youth
is
in
accord
with
romantic
too?
Modern European History at Stock self-sufficient Greater Germany, a
evening of excellent entertainment,
|The second day of the elections
ton High School, summarized re Germany for Germans only. Two
but of educational enlightenment Spain; while his maturity as a cent Peck, '38.
o
even better than the first, if
cent European events for the In factors are necessary for the
on a dramatic subject. The life hardened warrior of conquest
blends
with
the
strife
and
strug
<lu
ternational Affairs Club at its "Greater" part of his aim, the
'
i/'
remember that only two
of Bolivar was rich in dramatic
Thirty members of Mr. R. E. events which Mr. Farey used to gle of a new world.
meeting last Tuesday evening.
oung ladies were running. Multineutralization of England and the
Aside from the fact that these
Feniz's C. O. P. Industrial Manage superb advantage.
"The 'Stop Hitler' drive depends isolation of France.
P
olored signs urged votes for the
ment class made the annual trip
primarily upon two key factors,
.i [candidates.
"Up With Etzel!
Many historical plays drive audi two dominant aspects of locale and
In the opinion of the speaker
extreme haste and Rumania's will Hitler was not bluffing in the to the Columbia Steel Mills in ences to distraction by the tedious atmosphere give a definite break
0
|'[:l'ied one on the staircase. One
Plaudits
from all over the state ingness to join the drive," she went Czechosiovakian crisis. The democ Pittsburg last Tuesday evening.
progression fo undramatic inci to the play, the change and con
"irl cattily remarked that she was
_
The various processes of interest dents left unweeded because au trast are apparent contributions
An appeal has come to the Stu
I| " li'h her way down. Flickinger had have been received by the Pacific on. Both prospects are rather hazy racies knew that fact, and, also
dent Christian Association to help
he number one spot above the A Cappella Choir for its per °rm right now. Rumania is not only knowing that they were not ready to the students included the mak thors are slaves to fact. Simon to the life of the play.
the Far Eastern Student Service
t|('
administration Building entrance, ances on the spring vacation our. unwilling to allow assistance from for war, did the only thing possible ing of wire, nails, sheets, and the Bolivar was a presentation which MIRSKI SCORES
related products of steel.
The cast, represented by mem Fund for Chinese students who
the only possible source, Soviet in the Munich agreement.
J-Latest and most powerful drive Typical reactions were these:
coupled the factual and the im
m the Pacific campus is the di-l Tn = letter to Miss Ellen Deer- Russia, but also has already placed GESTAPO INCIDENT
aginative in proper quantities to bers of Theta Alpha Phi, national have been driven into the interior
her economic system in subsergive the play life and absorbing dramatic society, was good from of China by the present war.
i W 1 ' „ ect result of the game last
,
,
.. ,ilUr
After her formal presentation,
Richard
Under the auspices of the Inter
Hft" Fday. sponsors are searching for do Music Department said, M- viance to Germany's"
interest for an audience. Although major to minor role.
Miss Brown recounted some of her
it lacked climatic intensity in sev Mirski, as Liberator Bolivar, was national Student Service and the
flf *\A shorter and snappier slogan Bodley's splendid vocal group r - PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
Miss Brown, who spent four experiences in Germany. One of
,t- *
-ban "Send the Alumni to Hono- ]y set the Music Educators Cm
eral scenes which caused the tempo the embodiment of revolt and con World Student Christian Federa
months
of last summer traveling the most interesting was the time
to bog down, there was sufficient quest. He read his lines with com tion, American students are at
rf/jllu!"
Maybe what this campus ference to wondering ju
Candidates for the offices
in Europe, was able to bring to the she was taken for a spy. The
en
material within the play to afford plete freedom, with the passion of tempting to raise $50,000 to insure
* fr vJHpeds is another good five-cent those things can app .
Gestapo, Germany's all-powerful
of editor and business man
trained leadership for China's fu
concentration of action to raise a true leader with a cause.
'
contest. Seriously, what do you tainly stole the voca! side of the local club personal impressions of secret police, knocked on her hotel
ager of the WEEKLY, editor
not only the peoples of the various
Another character portrayal ture reconstruction.
the
scenes
to
a
new
level
of
inter
•' % '
hink of the "Golden" Tiger uni- show. More power to him and
and business manager of the
The S. C. A. is cooperating whole
countries, but also the two dicta door in Nuremburg, and put hor
which displayed grace and tender
.4 ,'Lm,
grand school he represents.
est.
through an Inquisition.
Naranjado, and editor of the
heartedly
in this appeal, and asks
tors
of
the
'axis'
powers.
"Hitler,"
undei'standing
was
given
by
Vada
Robert Wright of the BakersThe next meeting of the Inter
Bengal Bulletin for next se
DIALOGUE WELL-KNIT
J >plked!
Ward, as Therese, hi love with the members of the student body
field Junior College wrote to Dr. she noted, "dotes on applause, national Affairs Club will be held
mester are requested to ap
to lend their aid also. Beginning
The dialogue was unusually Bolivar.
jlNipped in the last event on the Knojeg> ..Mr Bodley and his A swelling with pride at the enthu
in the S. C. A. rooms at 3:20
pear at the meeting of fhe
next Tuesday, jars, bottles, and
siastic
reception
the
German
people
Mr.
Farey's
first
major
attempt
smooth and clear. It glided from
>i Jfogram, the Bengals missed win- cappeUa Choir presented two conweek from this Tuesday. Watch the
Publication Committee in the
the lips of one actor to another as a playwright is a success, and rice bowls will be scattered around
.h>ng their first dual track ™eet certs in Bakersfield. Both appear give his overlong outbursts of ora Bengal Daily Bulletin and next
WEEKLY office this afterI in such an easy flow that one in the light of this demonstration the campus all week for donations
ed) 'y losing the relay to Chico State. ances were splendid and were tory."
week's WEEKLY for detailed in
•apn at 1:15 o'clock.
to benefit the Chinese students.
Miss
Brown
told
the
group
that
1 would not hesitate to say the au he should continue in his efforts.
1#' tomorrow they have only the greaUy enj0yed by those who were
the German people were thoroughly formation.
Continued on Page 21 privileged to hear them."
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ANOTHER SPRING FOOTBALL . . .
session has gone into the discard and, judging from
the display last Saturday, Coach Stagg s Golden
Tigers" are going to be the strongest squac/ ever to
represent Pacific on the gridiron. A good thing, too,
for they will be up against the stiffest schedule ever
undertaken by a Bengal moleskin biigade.
Few people realize the strain that spring football
practice puts on the athlete. In the Bengals case,
the spring season grind lasted six weeks, which is
about the average for college teams going in for the
pastime in a big way. That such extensive spring
drill should be necessary is sad and entirely the fault
of the football system as it exists today. Competi
tion is so keen that no team feels that it can afford
to pass up the off-season practice session. However,
if one or more of the larger institutions moved to
abolish spring football, in short time all schools
would follow suit. The catch is no one wants to be
first— so the system goes on.
Granted that Pacific is stuck with the spring prac
tice plan, through sheer necessity,—the fact remains
that the athlete who goes out for spring football at
Pacific is not receiving adequate credit. To be sure,
if he shows up well and continues the good work in
the fall, he will make a number of interesting and
expensive trips at no cost to himself; and if he plays
often enough, he will receive a letter at the end of
the year. He also will get one-half unit of physical
education credit for the fall semester.
But what about the spring semester? Does the
gridder get any credit for the time and work he puts
into off-season football? At present, the answer-is
a loud, emphatic negative.
Does the athlete deserve credit for spring foot
ball? Look at these figures: He puts in two hours
per day, five days a week for six weeks, a total of
sixty hours of physical exertion considerably more
strenuous than any other spring athletic activity at
present accredited by the P. E. department. Where
as the average half-unit physical education class
meets two hours a week for eighteen weeks, a total
THIS
of thirty-six hours per semester, the gridder puts in
DR. EISELEN'S
sixty hours in six weeks FOR NO CREDIT AT
ALL. Not only is this situation incongruous, but it
GAG O'
works a definite hardship on the athlete who, in
THE WEEK
order to keep apace of requirements, must take a L
regular P. E. course in the spring in addition to non
L
credit football.
Then there's the one about the
This condition should and can be altered. Spring
sweet young thing who thought
that a nitrate deposit was the
football can be made a regular P. E. course in both E
down-payment on a telegram.
the Junior College and C. O. P. Attendance rules G
—M. R. E.
and the grading system can be mad? to apply to
spring football as well as to other physical education E
courses. This plan, if put into effect next spring,
WHIRL
TIGER R A G
would be no more than just recompense for the grid
TWINCIIELL
der who now spends about half of the school year This isByanother
of those times
practicing football—for one-half unit of credit.
about which my mother warned Dear Editor:
We can't abolish the spring grid practice yet, but I me. but either nothing is happen- Have you ever been in assembly
here or else your corres trying to listen to a speech while
it is within our power to see that the football player] ing
pondent is on the outside trying a gang of adolescent rowdies and
gets a fair break. How about it, administration?
to look in. Anyhow, I'm marking giggling half-wits sat behind you?

c
o

Sidelines—

THE FIRING IS ALL OVER

BOOK DAY

I

Cat's
Whisker

f«»iiiiiiHiiiiiiitiiffliiiiiiiBinBiiiiHiHiiinnBiiiinHniiinniinnniiniiiiiniiiBiiiiiiiiiniiiiBg
By GALEN "STUB" HARVEY
FRED ALLEN WRITES
In Monday morning's mail your
radio correspondent received a
very short but hearty note from
His Honor, Frank Craven's only
rival, FRED ALLEN, of "Town
Hall Tonight."
Dear Stub:
Many thanks for sending me
the paper with the article
marked.
I sincerely appreciate your
interest and hope you will con
tinue to listen In on Wednes
day nights.
Cordially yours,
(Signed)
FRED ALLEN

WHEN YOU

Read*

By GLADYS HUGHES

Since the campus is having the
Peace theme presented to it this
week, it is only fitting that we
discuss some of the current hooks
on the subject. The list of these
books is long and exhausting, so
we almost had to close our eyes
and pick the first books our hands
touched.
PAGE'S ANSWER
Kirby Page has completed an
other of his complete pacifist
books called "Must We Go To
War." True to form, Page de
velops his anti-war theme by ex
pressing the total fears of man
kind concerning the likelihood of
time this week with a question If you haven't, you should be a war with Europe or Japan. He
naire, which I am sure you won'i thankful: if you have you should builds logical argument support
answer, but which will fill up lots be able to sympathize with me. ing the possibility of the fears be
of space as numbered questions
Unfortunately I sit near the coming reality; then he turns on
that Pacific has held in many years has just been get
double spaces.
back of the auditorium which his beautiful answer to the situa
concluded on the local campus. The ceremonies on As for the "dirty nosing"—as It' seems to be the home town of all tion.
behalf of peace were made less bombastic, more effec-1 sometimes called, — don't think the morons of Pacific. Whenever Being a complete pacifist, Page
tive by stretching them out over a one-week period any
* hing ,s 1>ein s lost to posterity there is an intelligent discussion gives no quarter to any other argu
j .
°
,
.
1
1
1 a s 1 m s a v i n g u p a l l l o r m y l a s t in progress there are eight or ten ment save the Christian argument
instead of compressing them into one hectic day, and column, which i hope comes after speakers in the audience compet of "Thou Shalt Not Kill," and car
for once the movement had a vital, concrete pur- i am crossed in the palm with ing with the one on the platform. ries it to the greatest extreme pos
emblematic ot e railua - Logically enough the amateur en sible. Written carefully and beau
pose behind it. How much more meaningful a sheepsIdn
tionIt;'s g°inK to be "Confes,
,.
,
, ,
,
, •
.
j
,
r
tertainers usually are victorious tifully, the book carries its point
peace celebration dedicated to helping a student refu- slons of a columnist" and will and drown out the speaker.
well, and gives the reader meat to
gee is than some mad, helter-skelter demonstration give three year's worth of the Can something be done about chew upon when he considers
that has little other purpose than to allow a few stu-1 J"0®4 Realistic ^impressions of coi- this annoyance caused by mem what his stand should be in the
lege I can offer without having bers of the student body, or do face of armed conflict.
dent peace militarists to release excess steam!
to leave town first.
I have to bump them off myself. ANGELL'S VERSION
The whole idea of "peace" connotes a calm sane HERE'S THE QUIZ:
Quite a different type of book is
(Signed)
DISGUSTED.
Norman Angell's newest — "Peace
way of looking at things. For once, the PSA hasl 1. How many steps does one
in order to enter the din
With the Dictators?"
adopted the logical method. It is to be hoped that ascend
ing hall (And the answer is not
Intelligently and painstakingly
future peace observances will be conducted in the | too many.")
has the author endeavored to give
Continued From Page 1 all possible sides of the question.
2. What kind of trees border
same manner.
all the streets and pathways? (I
barest of chances to take San An intelligent, well educated Nazi
mean those big leafy jobs all
Francisco State In the latter's German states his case, shows the
over.)
strength and weaknesses of his
back yard.
3. Which is the oldest fraterThen just a week from tomor government, and attempts to point
but the smoke still hangs lazily above the PSA elec- nity or sorority on the campus? row, the whole Far Western Con the thought in his direction. An
tion panorama. With the final ballot having been 4- What ls the Plural of "cam- ference treks to the lair of the equally learned gentleman from
Bengal Tiger for the Conference Italy gives a rousing cheer for
cast until the class elections next fall, the student
How many members of
the track and field meet. With Fres Mussolini, and supports the Fascist
body can again settle down to a life of what Presi- p. s. A. faculty bear the title of no clearly outclassing the other claims with amazing sincerity and
dent Harding was pleased to call "normalcy."
"Dean?" (Answer stm not too schools, Pacific will be shooting persuasive force. Russia and her
philosophy of government are also
Not in the history of the institution has there' "many
")
hard for a second place.
6. What do the following sig
well presented.
been an election so hotly contested as the recent nify: M. A.; D. D. S.; L. L. D.? Quotable Quote
As a contrasting factor, England
campaign. 1he magnitude of the campaigning 7. Complete the following who If we can borrow for this one and America are represented by
column the conclusion Hudson fairly educated, but badly preju
with who's.
reached new peaks and it is not inconceivable that was
Banks uses for his popular bits diced men. However, their argu
8. I.es Dow and
.
the "glamor" of this year's election might favorably 9. Ernie Atkinson and
of wisdom,
ments, especially those of Angell,
"PAX VOBISCUM!"
influence student body card sales next spring. The 10. "Ironhat" Bob McCarthy
are so well planned and executed
"Peace Be With You"
.
that one feels like shouting that
added ballyhoo could not have arrived in a more and
11. Chairman and
.
American Democracy is indeed the
propitious year.
12. Pat Dunlap and
the buzzer at the Girl's dorm?
saviour of World Peace.
It may be that the increase in campaign adver
13. What ls the Alma Mater of
23. What is the Senior Sneak? HEADLINE BOOKS
24. Who is president of the
tising came as a natural result of the fact that per Coach Stagg ?
If you, like us, have very little
14. What religious congrega. Block "P" society?
time for the consuming of long
haps this year's candidates were just a bit above the tions backed the founding of ELEMENTARY
ARITHMETIC
books between term papers, we
average run of office-seekers and worthy of the C. O. P.?
25. How much does it cost to suggest the little Headline Books
extra fanfare. At any rate, it's all over for another 15. Who is C. O. P.'s graduate come from town to college in which • come out every three
manager?
Union Taxi?
months or so, and take up only
year, and to the winners—hearty congratulations WHO CA'N THIS BE?
26. What is "chicken In the an hour of your reading time.
and best wishes for next year!
16. Who is the extremely "roily rough?"
They are always up-to-date, and
polly" individual, infected with the
27. What is the "Old Ox Road each one contains the picture type
spirit of "earn!vale" who thinks of the campus?
of graph to express cut and dried
he is a successor to Jimmy Fid28. Who belongs to the aged statistics.
Pacific's new librarian pulled an ace out of his 'f' l he same who makes a crack green "Chevy" in fraternity cir These books were started with
i
1.
...
, , . ^
_ . ..
about me in today's paper?
paner?
•
the idea of placing in the hands
sleeve when he suggested that C. O. P. follow the 17. What activity, is at present cle?
29. Who is known as the of the working man the type »f
on
n
lead of other higher institutions in sponsoring- an
' intramural sports at "campus butcher?"
book he could read, enjoy and un
c °- P - T
annual Book Day.
30. What would you do if you derstand. The current book is
ig
were a young co-ed with a big called "The Good Neighbor Poli
Dr. _ lAlHy C. Knoles Stated that the Suggestion week-nights for girls of the sorori final
on the morrow and the cy," and like its bro :,ers. is a
ties?
gave him. a big thrill.
Judging from the enthusiasyoung man for whom you had set book stating pertinent facts in a
tic response to the announcement of Brother Leo in' 19 ' What attire would you wear your sonnet many weeks b-fore small space with great emphasis
finally asked you out that eve on the peai-e propaganda.
assembly," h
ning?
o
WEEKr
T
lerested with me and with others in making this one|
'
(Choose best, answer.)
The president of the University
21
is
Ki
rish
21.
What
1. Go with hiiu.
of the most outstanding days of our entire college' name?
'
"e '» f""
of Tennessee pharmacy school
2. Forget the homework.
senior class is a freshman at Memyear."
'
—G. P. 22. How many numbers are o
3. Forget everything.
•
Svate Teachers' College.

SANEST PEACE OBSERVANCE

m
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The

RADIO DAY GOSSIP
Last Saturday afternoon your
correspondent chanced by the Em
porium in San Francisco and
found NBC doing a noble job of
broadcasting a few of the daily
programs in one of the windows,
over KGO and KPO. Ira Blue,
Bill Holmes, Milton Samuels and
a host of other radio personali
ties were busy at the mike, type
writers, control board and tele
types, while outside a few hun
dred interested gdwkers peered
eagerly into the studio.
After the broadcasting schedule
was completed, Ira Blue intro
duced yours truly to a Robert
C. C. Winthrop, recently of Shang
hai. Mr. Winthrop has been an
aero instructor in the Chinese
Army and is now connected with
a lecture agency in San Fran
cisco.
During the course of conversa
tion Pacific's Radio Day event
came into the discussion and Mr.
Winthrop was invited to accom
pany the NBC guest artists to Pa
cific, if and when the event is
scheduled. (Note: It is up to
Dean Fred L. Farley just when
the event will be staged. A re
quest for a date near the last
of the term has been registered
in his office. If you want the
event, you might talk It up on
the campus.)
Ira Blue has offered to be the
M. C. should Radio Day become
a reality. (Maybe we can get him
to play a fourth hand at bridge,
too.)
Bill Holmes, one of the
busy boys at 111 Sutter Street,
S. F., would like to come. Bill
is on his toes all the time seek
ing new ideas and personalities
for NBC. He was former music
editor of the Oakland Post En
quirer.
SAPIRO CRASHES IN
- In the current issue of THE
BILLBOARD your correspondent
is lucky to be mentioned on
the same page with our own dear
HERMAN SAPIRO. If you are
curious, refer to page 29, third
column, four Inches from the top.
The article concerns a recent poll
taken by this OK magazine in
over 100 colleges. Pacific, U. C.
and Oregon Agricultural College
were the only spots on the coast
in the writeup.
You may also like to refer to
the Issue preceding, April 15,
(from which Sapiro ls rewriting
news for his column this week),
and, read the article on "Shaw
Cops the Crown."
YOU MUST SEE MISS AMERICA
According to roomers rife on
the campus there seems to be a
contention that Pacificites haven't
seen life until they have visited
Miss America at the G. G. I. E.
Of course, if you want to get
personal, George Atkins, Claud
Hogan, Allen Denison and your
correspondent can give you the
low down. After exiting from the
said show, Hogan remarked, "I
never knew organ music could be
so beautiful."
WHICH REMINDS ME
Dear Mr. Cutler: "Have you
seen the new Screwball Club pins?
They remind one, very uncannily,
of the New York Fair insignia
on the current issue of postage
stamps. Is there really some con
nection, or is it purely coinci
dental?"
TOO HARD FOR HIM
Last week Twinchell dragged
me through the mlrey clay of
sideshow news, but he didn't tell
you all. The gang of us went
Into one of the sideshows to see
a famed mind reader do his stuff.
The blindfolded Yogi was identi
fying objects to which his accom
plice pointed.
The stooge pointed to Twin
chell'* head. The show stopped.
The great mind reader exclaimed,
"Oh, that's too hard for me."
CHOIR TO SING i
AT G. G. I. E.
The College of the Pacific A
Cappella Choir under the dlrectioon of Professor J. Russell Bodley will sing at the Golden Gate
International Exposition on Treas
ure Island on May 20. The pro
gram will be broadcast, over an
NBC netwoi-k throughout the
United States and South America.
Professor Bodley has received
the commendation of many who
heard the choir at the Westerly

C0LLEG1ANA
VIA GROSSE

UP UNTIL LAST WEEK A
San Francisco State student was
on top in the California kissing
contest by the score of 40 girls
In 5 minutes. The old record was
held by a San Jose State student
who conquered 14 In 30 minutes.
The big record boost is due, said
the Californian, to the open cam
pus method used in San Jose
which is much slower than the
assembly line method believed to
have been used by Blum of S. F.
Now that's the most sensible idea
yet! Who wants to be goldfish
swallowing champ when they have
a chance to be an osculation
wizard. Me for the osculations!

MAYBE A W E L L-K N O W N
wax company is going to have
to branch out in a big way if the
fruit waxing experiment up at
Davis is adopted commercially. Al
ready
successful
with
citrus
fruits, the waxing is to reduce
water loss and keep the flavor
and appearance after harvest.
Now if they just don't extend that
to include meats everything will
be fine. We men have a difficult
time carving as it is.
PODNER, THOSE CRITTERS
over there in Nevady are shore
independent sons-of-guns. Why,
thay ain't even peaceful. Coming
down from my sagebrush sotto,
what I meant was that Nevada
has decided not to participate in
any Peace celebration. April 20
meant just another day to her,
for she's the "rugged individual
ist" of the West. Other colleges
set that day aside as one in which
they would honor peace.
(Ed. Note: Pacific didn't ob
serve the twentieth, either!)
SOME TIME AGO WE RAN
across an article telling about
the dropping of cigars with bids
attached to them, advertising a
dance. USC now goes Cal. one
better, with a blimp used to drop
dance tickets. Incidentally, the
dance was a big blow-out with
the dancers having their choice
of swing or smooth, each in two
large dance rooms.

CUTTINGS
By Sapiro

pga Phi Alphft
- °m i to members
*ere boS
informal
The latest poll of name ban15' <,ue3ts
,
Friday
arty
favorites has just been complete* _ffle P
by the trade magazine "Billboard/ ** ,l6e on the camp
As usual, Artie Shaw and h ttief" h°
the
es(dent of
P,
band won by a big majority.
was genp0g*»The upset that was most ni .„hteen Ple°8 '
Abei
eo J
ticeable came from the dropplit
'
n. k
of Benny Goodman from first (*oren Handley
Serving
last year's poll) to fourth. Gooc, »°d
orations.
man was beaten out by KL ot deC claude
Claude Hogan,
Kyser and Tommy Dorsey, wh.nged by
Allen
placed second and third respei „ Ben Ham '
.
tively.
gob Cook. Entertain
Shaw's ascendancy was all t»°d . r the direction of
more remarkable due to the fats® un
wfQrd Gates. The
that last year his name wasi^ a»d CiaW
made up
even on the list of bands in thl con"1111466 W& „ „i Les
w

P=H.

SHAW

RKR,„, .>.<* «*»'•

SENMKG EH

'

Speaking of Shaw, by all mean d Mrs. Gordo ^ ^
listen to his band on CBS in thW Allen Wald ,
^
near future. Although Artie isnf, Edward
hoUHewith the hand at the present tim", Mrs. Cora J"y.
evening
owing to his illness, they're gel\ feature of tne
^
ting into some terrific grooves, 'jjiiiard match betw
Shaw's clarinet passages are b< .j Mr- Beta,
ing beautifully handled by tli' and syrup were served
tw top notch tenor men in th!tS. the evening by meinband, Georgfe Auld and Tony Pal'5" pledge class. Dancing
i_
tne r
. .
4n nn#»
tor.
Auld does the gut-bucke fjrom eight-thirty to one
work and Pastor concentrates oi®
the sweeter tunes. The way th
ledges, and guests of
swing fans in the Palomar tf®rs'. Plast Friday evening
act, there's no question that, the
Kirkpatrick, Trevor
oro O'nftIntr ccinf
in
X
kl<v
..
are
getting sent in
a
big way.
fi BeBarbara Anne 'Dnlriln
Reinle,
There have been so many runr'
Mary Barbara
ty
ors about Shaw's being on hi^agCoo^ Dawn Walters
deathbed that it will be a grea
Rosalee Trevarrow
feeling to hear him cuttln' it ui''vCiaj
Doris
Guernsey
in front of the band In the nea®^ns' Artelle Baxter, Elfuture (we hope).
I
Betty Dixon> Bob Coe

GRIPE NO 1
Squires, Art Irish.
Well, as far as this column hra Laddon, Dick Morrall
concerned, Buddy Rogers' baniZuckerman, Norm Davis
will be getting no more plug» Phelps, Meri Wolf, Jerrj
Buddy Just let his solid band g«, Janice Morrill, Howarc
and is now organizing a "MlckefNickie Flcovich, Wes Hud
Mouse" outfit.
It's really iPat Seavers, Jerry Clcinato
shame that a fine groove banilarie Douglas, Bob Stark
has to be disintegrated just aiiBall, Roy Berry, Pat Rails
it is coming into publio favor. Les Cook, Janet Porter
FLUFFS AND PUFFS
Handley, Bea McCarl, Lc;
.
..
.
, .. Muriel Logerwell, Fau
Watch for a big change in th(,,
__
°
,
TT
, ,
.
,* , T
Marge Hughes, Hugh Mo
vocal department of Larry
Clin _ , _ . ' ,
, , ,
. .
..
. , k Gayle Rawles, Stan Hill
tons band In the near future'
„ ,
_ .
_
.
.
,
.
, . trite Etzel, Irving Fritz
Clinton is going to hire songbiri
'
,
_
. ,
..
. it Rowe, Bill Shepard.
Marion Dugan to take the placi .
'
_
of Bea Wain, who sang the v<T? Abra™' Will,s B°yar
af>Plan'
ei n
cals In "Reverie" and "Deep Pur 'rg'ala
. „
tz, Wenona Ryder, Ed Prei
, » «
illand, Judy Sollwold, Bol

MAC OF SAN JOSE LEARNED
that you can't be too careful
what you pick up these days.
Mac, we'll call him that for a
better name, took a lizard to a
zoology class. Two bumps on his
head soon let him know he was
the victim of the little-known fact
that lizards have ticks sucking
their blood. Yes, sir, you can't
be too careful what you pick up
Our favorite whit, swing piariAde^,a,d" 'Weinstein, .Abe
these days. Right?
ist. Bob Zurke, is going to froif Betty Dahlgren and Le
his own band In a short time
_
THE HIGHLY TOUTED AND The ace of the present Bob Cr.OS
./Angeles Manual Arts Dally
tooted Fresno Hack Race is def by crew has done much marve
son does is have a gooi
initely shelved this year. The ous solo work and deserves py
i .
„
opinion was the thing had be chance to get out for himself ege'
come too dangerous with the 10,- Probably his best solo work you sorry you sent him?"
000 people too hard to control. on "Little Rock Getaway" unde-^ y
didn't go myself."
Now they've come up with a sub the Crosby label on Decca.
stitute in the form of an All-Col
lege Barbecue.
In simple lan
The largest band-booking co
guage they've quit killing the cern in the country, Musio Co
pedestrian and started slaying the poration of America, has
cow.
cently let fifty bands fall oq
of its roster because of the sale
States Building there recently and bands losing their selling power
because of the excellence of their It's a safe guess that any band
performance at that time, this leader working for MCA whi
second opportunity was extended hasn't earned at least $5000 f
the office In the last year ant
them.
in their ban|
WIMJ doesn't
uucaii i» figure «•»
"THE CAT'S WHISKER" joins who
_
+,
with Pacificites here and every buidup program has either beeitil Mav
*
Only
where in congratulating Professor released or is on the way.
Bodley and his fine group of
And, Just to show you how th/
singers for their splendid show
ing on their recent trip and music business is,—the writers o '
broadcasts. Such advertising is Flat Foot Floogee, Slim and Slam
,EWELERS
invaluable and is the kind that have almost vanished from thi
Slim
can not be bought with money, entertainment world.
Main St.
for music, real music, stays in the working In a small nlte club
heart long after the eye has for Baltimore, while Slam ls in Hal
lem—alone.
gotten.
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A

vests Have
faffle-Hop
,es 0f Omega Phi Alpha
ity were hosts to members
eir guests at an informal
^nd waffle party last Friday
!t their house on the campus.
'
. Monogan, president of the
,f eighteen pledges, was gen! tairman. Leo Johnson, Abel
m, and Loren Handley were
* '' jrge of decorations. Serving
hanged by Claude Hogan,
Ijams, Ben Hamm, Allen
'
v'''4 and Bob Cook. Entertain' . ,:'was under the direction of
bw and Crawford Gates. The
hp committee was made up
*Dl*0
b Jefferies, Jack Paul, Les
till] , end Jules Perrin.
and Mrs. Gordon Patton,
Mrs. Allen Waldo, and Mr.
rs. Edward Betz were the
of Mrs. Cora Lynch, houser. A feature of the evening
htol billiard match between Dr.

"Blossomtime
Luncheon At
Tau Kappa
Guests of honor at the "Blos
somtime" luncheon given by the
Tau Kappa Kappa Mothers and
Patronesses' Club at the sorority
house last Saturday afternoon
were the five new patronesses of
the sorority and a large group of
mothers of new pledges and moth
ers of Tau Kappas who live out
of town.

Venetian Theme
ForArchites'
Spring Formal
Under the capable hands of
Jerry Bentley, well-known for his
art work at Pacific, Archania had
probably the best arranged dance
in its history last Saturday, April
22.

Father-Sort Dinner
Is Rhizite Event
Tomorrow Night
Tomorrow night will be the oc
casion for the annual Fathers' and
Sons' Banquet at the Rho Lambda
Phi fraternity house when mem
bers will be hosts to their fathers
at an informal dinner.
Six-thirty dinner will be followed
by an evening of entertainment.
Mr. J. C. Corson, dean of men,
will be the principal speaker. Mu
sic will be provided by Norman
Lamb, violinist, and Art Holton,
saxophonist. Colored movies of the
campus and shots of the Chicago
football trip and game will be
shown.
Glenn Park Wilson, past presi
dent of Rhizomia, is general chair
man, assisted by Ed Seville and
Wayne Bird. Bob Kientz, presi
dent, will preside as toastmaster.
Among those who will take part
in the attractive evening will be
Fred and Jim Van Dyke and C. H.
Van Dyke, Dick Stebbins and C. L.
Stebbins, Bill Lunt and W. M.
Lunt, Glenn Park Wilson and B.

A. Wilson, Ed Seville and F. H.
Seville, Wayne Bird and C. G.
Bird, Bobby Kientz and E. B.
Kientz, Ogden Cooley and R. H.
Cooley, Ernie F. Atkinson, Jr. and
E. F. Atkinson, Sr.
Jerry Oulton and Dr. George
Oulton, Francis Finney and John
D. Finney, Glenn Harter and G.
A. Harter, Bob Wentz and S. H.
Wentz, Kenneth Hench and George
M. Hench, Katl Stone and C. R.
Stone, Doug Vleira and J. J. Vieira, Elwood Daly and H. H. Daly,
Bob Henning and Louis Henning.
Others attending with their
fathers are Harris Fine, Bob Adamina, and Dick Loomis.
Mr. Louis E. Windmiller and
Mr. Corson will be guests of the
fraternity for the evening.
Pat Dunlap, Howard Hansbrow,
Charles Durham, John Solz, Nor
man Lamb, and Clarence DePuy
will be among the members who
will also be present.

Cabinet Enjoys MZP Pledges Open House Is
Are Guests Of Featured By
Mex Dinner
Members
Theme
Co-op Girls
Business was combined with
pleasure at the regular weekly
cabinet meeting of the S. C. A.
last Monday evening, at the home
of Miss Lorraine Knoles.
The dinner was served under a
Mexican motif, with souvenirs of
Miss Knoles' Mexican trip set out
in the center of the table. Mexican
pottery was used, and beans were
served.
The meeting following was made
up of discussions of proposed cabin
trips to Hogan Dam, reports of the
members, and plans for the future.
* » •

Members of Mu Zeta Rho sor
ority introduced a new form of en
tertainment to the campus last
weekend when they were hostess
to the pledges last Saturday and
Sunday.
Saturday night the pledges were
guests at a pajama party during
which they enjoyed the same priv
ileges as the members. Refresh
ments were served.
Early Sunday morning the group
went horseback riding at Mt.
Diablo Stables. Upon their return
they enjoyed a "Brunch" served
at the sorority house. The usual
order of sorority events was re
versed on this occasion, for pledges
were entertained by the members
in songs, dances, and pantomimes.
Bernadine Badger was general
chairman of the pledge privilege
weekend which approximately
twenty-five girls enjoyed.

Tuesday evening all the mem
bers of the Girls' Cooperative
House joined in open house night.
The girls progressed from room
to room and enjoyed refresh
ments and a short program in
each room.
First was the Hawaiian influ
ence in the room of Beverly
Meyer and Carolyn Grubbs, where
slices of fresh pineapple were
served. In Janet Lehman's and
Mary Lomprey's room the group
were served Chinese tea, rice
cakes, and Chinese candy. Flor
ence Pang presented a program.
Mrs. McGirk, the housemother,
and her daughter, Eileen, enter
tained the group wtih frosted
malts. In the Chocolate Room of
Mary Jane Dashlell and Charlotte
Smith the refreshments were all
chocolate.
Nina Turkatte and Glee Gerhart
served fresh fruit punch and
cookies. The Hobo's Den was
used as the theme for decorations
in Miriam Spuller's and Jackie
Ong's room. The group gathered
on the floor arund an imitation
campfire and were served abalone
and Chinese noodles from a black
ened pot which hung by the fire
Group singing was enjoyed before
the party broke up.

The project, which took over
three hundred hours to complete,
was of a Venetian theme. Over
seventy-five pounds of fresh flow
ers and vines were used. Latices
Mrs. G. Warren White was gen were made and covered with beau
eral chairman of committees, and tiful Boston Ivy as the back
she was assisted by Mrs. Roy Mc- ground. A starry sky and a redCall, Miss Ethel Mae Hill, Mrs. embered fire-place completed the
Helen A. Abbott, and Mrs. R. C. theme.
Jimmy Ross, with his modern
Wood. Miss Ellen Deering, house
mother, and Miss Barbara Gam streamline swing, featuring vocal
mons,
president,
received
the ist Virginia Briggs, provided mu
guests and presented each with sic from nine till one.
The artistic decorations were
a sweet pea corsage.
planned by Jerry Bentley, who
Baskets filled with flowers and
Six new members were initiated
had Fred Cox, H. Diekman, Ed
tied with soaring bows of maline
into the Home Economics Club
Fay, George Brier, Ben Savelli,
centered the tables, and about the
Roy Haney, Dwayne Sewell, Jack
Wednesday evening, April 19, at
rooms cellophane butterflies
Blinn and Bill Scantlebury.
the home of Mrs. Maxine Garriperched on more bouquets to con
Clean-up was handled by George
gan.
tinue the bright theme. It was
Tomasini, Elwood
Moffitt, A1
further developed in the pro
The initiation ceremony was con raine Perry, Helen Atchley.
Woodrum and Chris Pappas.
gram, titled, "Blossomtime With
ducted by Polly Parsons, president
The remainder of the evening
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Waldo were
the Poets and Musicians" which
of the club. Decorations consist was spent in a guessing contest,
»n«.
I and Mr- Be*zpatron
and
patroness.
Patty
ing of sweet peas and candles were which was won by Lorraine Perry.
:
'fles and syrup were served was arranged and presented by Pierce, house-mother of Archania,
carried out in the club colors of Refreshments were served.
;hout the evening by mem- Miss Anna Harris and Miss Arwas accompanied by Lucian Scott,
blue, rose, and white.
jf the pledge class. Dancing dend Pfifer.
Members of the club will put on
who later in the evening stole a
New patronesses honored were
., ' ued from eight-thirty to one
The new members include Lu a food and clothing demonstration
few scenes with two of his hlsMrs. E. S. Betz, Mrs. E. M. Gard
cille Wilson, Charlotte Schwing, at the Exposition on April 28 and
teric monologues.
Geraldine Griggs, Lula Eby, Lor- May 5 in the Education Building.
^bers, pledges, and guests of ner, Mrs. T. P. Jenkins, Miss
After the dance five pledges
Margaret Meredith, and Mrs. Cora
Phi
last
Friday
evening
la I
were given their formal initiation.
1
ed Bette Kirkpatrick, Trevor M. Linch. Mothers from out of Dick Bentley, presiding over the
Jis, Barbara Anne Reinle town included Mrs. W. P. Gam initiation, inducted John Owens,
Swagerty, Mary Barbara mons of Chico, Mrs. E. M. KeehOfficers for the San Joaquin
Last Saturday evening the Ze'
* "in Bob Cook, Dawn Walters, ner of Oakland, and Mrs. Verna Ray Granuccl, Chris Pappas, Eric
Jacobsen and Mel Caviglia into
Branch of the College of the Pa
tagathean Society and their guests
a
•* U» 1^,,™ Rivera, Rosalee Trevarrow, Strader of Sacramento. Mrs. Tul- membership in Archania.
cific Alumnae were re-elected last
1 (Wescott,
STOCKTON
enjoyed a very lovely dance in the Friday afternoon at a business
Doris
Guernsey, ly C. Knowles and Miss Opal
Phone 6-6871
340 E. Main St
»
»
«
lw* bo^),
Atkins, Artelle Baxter, Er- Berg were also honored guests.
Florentine Room in the Clark meeting and tea held at the home
NO I
arley, Betty Dixon, Bob Coe,
of Dr. and Tully C. Knoles.
Hotel.
Those taking over the duties for &
** t*r U un Squires, Art Irish.
The following are among those
!#
< R M, >ara Laddon, Dick Morrall,
the second year are: Mrs. Brad
who enjoyed the dance: Norma
Zuckerman,
Norm
Davis,
ford M. Crittenden, president; Mrs.
••Ring H
Keeble, Elva German, Leona Es Lester Tiscornia, vice-president; ;lf:
a Phelps, Meri Wolf, Jerry
'•! hit fcil
ii! 5
ley, Janice Morrill, Howard
mond, Wanda German, Florence Miss Geraldine Patton, correspond
°*Ttaalij|
j Nickie Ficovich, Wes HudNewberry, Janet Lehman, Phyllis ing secretary; Mrs. H. L. Richard
i, Pat Seavers, Jerry Cicinato,
Numbering third and fourth in
Grltton, Elaine Brink, Peggy Big- son, recording secretary; and Mrs. '
*
N Marie Douglas, Bob Stark, the series, two student recitals
Bradford Champlin, publicity chair
Social attraction for Paciflcltes
' '
Ball, Roy Berry, Pat Rails- were presented last Monday, April this weekend is the informal dance ham, Denise Zapherson, Mae Vig- man.
nolo,
Catherine
Saunders,
Laurace
'•*» Nft| LeS Cook, Janet Porter, 24 at 8:00 p. m. and Tuesday, given by the Freshman class to
Mrs. Fred Farley and Mrs. O. H.
Mathews, M a r j o r i e McDonald,
v
'1 ri IT! (n Handley, Bea McCarl, Les April 25 at 8:15 p. m. in the Col night in the Hotel Stockton.
Ritter presided at the tea table.
Claudina Houser, Doris BishofJ ..,JS Muriel Logerwell, Paul lege of the Pacific conservatory
It was decided to repeat the plan
A Hawaiian theme has been
berger, Charlotte Schwing, Bernice
n,
Marge
Hughes,
Hugh
Me
chosen by the committee headed Campbell, Pauline Crawford, Jessie of a tea for the co-eds of this
of
music.
it Of U
« Kls' Gayle Rawles, Stan Hill,
year's graduating class.
Appearing on the program Mon by Charm Cash, who is general
erite Etzel, Irving Fritz, day evening were Helen Nitta of chairman of hte affair. Leis, hula Hanney, Alice Phelps, Harriett
#
*
*
filng Is to
Kientz,
Reva
Abrams,
LaVerne
'jL.ee Rowe, Bill Shepard.
Loomis,
Ruth
Crane
of
Fairfield,
skirts,
and
palms
will
strike
the
-ifsa to Kb
Carter, Beverley Meyer, Polly Par
eveive Abrams, Willis BoyarIt
fain, wks aft Virginia Chapman, Herm Jean Miller of Monticello, Barbara decorative note in keeping with the sons and Ema Ruth Gilette.
Caswell
of
Palo
Alto,
Mildred
theme.
trrtrit* uf ' nitz, Wenona Ryder, Ed PresDon Haycock, Dick Keeble, Vic
Marsh of Stockton, Charlotte Smith
Assisting the chairman will be
Yelland, Judy Sollwold, Bob of Modesto, and Frank Pursel of Les Dow, John Stolz, Claude Ho Meyers, Lloyd Hoffman, Harmon
Ginn, A1 Miller, Ray Kellener,
y, Adelaide Weinstein, Abel Berkeley.
gan, Betty Dahlgren, Inez Toscano, Dave Matthews, Roy Phillips, Walt
r ean, Betty Dahlgren and Les
Miss Nitta, Miss Miller, Miss and Barbara Durst.
Gilgert, Odd Manetto, Jack Holmes
U
Marsh and Mr. Pursel played selec
Herm Sapiro and his orchestra Warren Vanderburgh, Allen Breed,
1 :n i ft
tions on the piano, and Miss will furnish the music for dancing
• • . ;-'ei' os Angeles Manual Arts Daily: Crane, soprano; Miss Caswell, so between the hours of nine and one Don Sharp, Bob Ferguson, Jack
Dr. and Mrs. Tully Cleon Knoles
doa* v* my son does is have a good prano; and Miss Smith, soprano, o'clock. Bids may be obtained from Raabe, George Dietz, John Fanuc- and Miss Opal Berg were guests
chi, Jack Hanner, Don Young,
r '. n college."
members of the committee for Kenny Hench, Willis Boyarsky, last Thursday night of the Mu
sang.
Zeta Rho sorority at a beautifully t'*
get out -* i you sorry you sent him?"
Those performing Tuesday eve fifty-five cents.
Robert Morris, Russell Aikins, Bob appointed dinner at their campus
sorry I didn't go myself."
|g b*»t
Dr. and Mrs. John Arnold, Mr. Morris.
ning were Gloria Hopps of Stock
home.
RWk Oft"*
ton, Ruth Coward of Napa, Bea and Mrs. Edward S. Betz, and Mr.
Patrons and patronesses for the
Guests were greeted at six-fifteen
• tbel oft £*
trice McCarl of Oakland, Otho and Mrs. F. J. Clarke have been evening were Miss Lorraine Knoles,
York of Stockton, Mrs. .Earl Botts invited by members of the class Mrs. Ralph Brady, Dr. and Mrs. o'clock by Mrs. Lucy Forkner, H
of Stockton, Pauline Crawford of to serve as patrons and patron John Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Louis housemother, and Junan Bronzich,
t
president.
Tracy, and Norman Lamb of San esses for the affair.
ermtrr- ®
L. Windmiller, and Mr. and Mrs.
At the conclusion of dinner, sev
•
•
•
Jose.
Charles Gulick.
eral musical selections were pre
Piano selections were played by
#
•
*
i ft* M** ;
sented by Beverly Miller at the A
Miss Hopps, Miss McCarl, and Miss
bee**** M
piano. Barbara Caswell, who has
Crawford.
Miss
Coward,
soprano,
•Mir
a coloratura soprano voice, sang
and Mrs. Botts, soprano, sang. Mr.
...-• lift 4
Gounod's "Ave Maria."
Lamb performed on the violin, and
Changing its meeting time from
Members of the house were en
Mr. York played unusual selec Tuesdays to Wednesdays, the Co
tertained at the conclusion of the
tions on the English horn and operative Activities Group met
The most helpful thing The Wonder can
evening by a performance by Dr.
do for its patrons and new friends . . .
• Intil May 2 5th Only
oboe.
Wednesday, April 24, In the S. C. A.
Knoles.
A three-day opportunity to come to THE
The fourth senior recital of the rooms to discuss cooperative buy
•
U'
WONDER and buy anything you like (»)
conservatory series will be given ing.
and as much as you like . . . and deduct
If you haven't plans for break
Tuesday, May 2 at 8:30 p. m,
Reports from various schools
20% from the price tags TODAY and
III
Graduating students appearing in concerning their cooperative groups fast tomorrow morning, and if
# rj
SATURDAY.
this recital will be Bill Kirkman, were read. Headed by A1 Lynch, you happen to have a special lik
JEWELERS
pianist of Stockton, Norma Bent- this group is trying to work out ing for strawberries, and if you
SUNDAY
£ A TREAT for Our Customers
have the small fee of 25 centsley, cellist of San Francisco, Er- many plans cooperatively.
gbolj 524 E. Main St.
there's the annual Strawberry
win Ruff, tenor of Stockton, and
0 A DRIVE for New Friends
Breakfast sponsored* by the Stu
Merle Morton of Areata.
For
BETTER THAN ANY OTHER SALE! How
dent Christian Association at the
Bette Davis and Geo. Brent
often have you said to yourself when
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Gu
some big sale was announced, "Oh, just
* This applies to all merchandise except
lick, 100 Knoles Way, at 6:45
—Also—
what I want is never reduced." In this
a few national brands and a few items
sharp.
WONDER 20% OFF EVENT you will
that cannot be reduced according to
The proceeds of the fund-raising
find just what YOU want at this big
the California Fair Trade Act . . .
Saving!
affair will contribute to the sup

Home Economics
Club Initiates Six

Zetagatheans Alumnae Elect
Enjoy Dance Officers For
At The Clark County

TWO MUSICAL
RECITALS
GIVEN

Hawaii Theme
Chosen For
Frosh Hop

im ®0©I3 Dose

n

Mu Zeta Rhos
Entertain
Guests

rv Cologne
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Special
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and
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Group Discusses
Co-op Buying

4 Oz. - $1.00

Tomorrow Is
Strawberry
Breakfast

Yes, , , we said ENTIRE STOCK

ias. Haas & Sons

"DARK VICTORY"
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EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry|
REPAIRING
Rightly Priced
•

iJ. GLICK

S&
ON

Jewelers Since 1876
826 E. Main Street

YOU Save 20c on Every $1.00 Spent

SIERRA

Select Any Item!'
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HARRY CARY

Original Price Tags
remain on Every Article

LITTLE TOUGH GUYS
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20% at Time of Purchase
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COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open ETealno end All Day
Sunday. Now Air Cooled with a
Deaert Cooler.

"CODE OF THE STREET"
—and

Please, Every Sale Final!

Kent Taylor, Rochelle Hudson

"PIRATES OF THE SKY"

Unrestricted Choice of
THE WONDER'S
NEW SPRING STOCK

Also the NEW ROYAL
CORONA AND REMINGTON

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
A GOOD PLACE TO

'EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

OFF

'SUDDEN MONEY'

port of the S. C. A. Gala garden
decorations, strawberries, and hot
biscuits plan to make the affair
a huge success.

TUI

11

i

IIS I

Payments 75c per Week
"NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGE"

STOCKTON
TYPEWRITER CO.
436 E. Market St.

Phone 2-8514

This is a "Friend Winning" Sale . . .
we want to increase our number of
charge accounts and our mailing list
... so that we may tell you of The
Wonder Events that come up from
time to time . . .

Free Parking at the Clark Garage, 125 South butter
Have Your Claim Check Validated at The Wondei
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Alumni Gridsters
Trim Varsity, 13-6

CUTTER

Chemistry Students
Hear Lecturer

WANTED:

Hwtgal sports ptg?

pKSp*«

FROSH, SENIORS WIN
AS INTERCLASS
SOFTBALL PLAY BEGINS
Tourney Will Be
Finished Next Week

Whether it's rugs or tennis
balls, HERMAN SAPIRO can still
cut 'em. He's one of the Tigers'
foremost hopes in the Far Western
Championships next week.

200 Attend
Block "P"
Banquet
Some two hundred local sports
enthusiasts and visiting high school
athletes attended the Block P ban
quet last Saturday night as the
culmination of the annual Bengal
Huddle.
George Bralye, former Pacific
gridder, served as master of cere
monies for the evening and intro
duced such notables as Jim Cor
son, Herb Harper, Coach Solo
mon of Stockton High, Barney Hagen of Lodi, Earl Jackson, Ralph
Francis and Doc Breeden.
Coach Stagg was the main speak
er of the evening. He praised Ce
chini for his loyalty to Pacific, and
then also heaped bouquets on
George Bralye for his determina,ttion and fighting spirit while try
ing out for the team.
Awards were presented at the
dinner for outstanding perform
ances in the gridiron contest. Johny Cechini walked off with the
best tackling medal, Dick Bentley
was named the best blocker, Emil
Seifert the best passer, Bob Coe
was awarded a silver medal for
the longest run and Willie Boyarsky was named the best pass re
ceiver.
Alton Hedges, banquet chairman,
expressed his gratitude to those
who helped make the affair one
of the best sports banquets in
several years.

Cub Mermen Set
New Record At
Exhibition
As a part of the Bengal Huddle
Day held on the College campus
last Saturday the Stockton Jr.
College swimming team engaged
in a "no-score" exhibition meet
with the Stockton High School
mermen. Running true to form the
Cubs held the upper hand in the
aquatic exhibition by carrying off
two-thirds of the first place honors.
Fred Van Dyke, Kjeldsen's ace
merman, set a new pool record in
the 100-yard backstroke event when
he covered the distance in 1:02.3,
clipping his old mark of 1:05.7.
Another record fell when the
team of Van Dyke, Bird, Owen and
Rigor knifed over the waves to
cross the finish line at 1:49.4 in
the 200 yard relay. The old time
was 1:50.

Interclass Softball stepped into
the limelight on Wednesday of this
week with the green-clad Seniors
walloping the Junior nine for a
12 to 7 victory and the little
Freshmen lowering the boom on
the Sophomores for a 18 to 13 vic
tory.
Play continued yesterday
with the Juniors meeting the
Freshmen and the Seniors hook
ing up with the Sophs.
SENIORS RALLY
With Mick Parsons and "Spick"
Wilson forming thg battery for the'
Seniors and A1 Irwin and Bill Toland working for the Juniors, the
first game was a nip and tuck
affair until the final frame when
a five-run blast drove Irwin to
cover and clinched the game or
the fourth-year men.
McWilliams finished on the
mound for the losers.
The other opening day game saw
Frosh basketball star Kenny Rog
ers ascend the hill for the Fresh
man with Les Dow receiving. Sam
Chaney and Bill Bird worked for
the Sophs.
From start to finish, this game
was a slugfest that saw < every man
on the Frosh team scoring at least
one run. The Sophs, despite be
ing one man short, managed to
stay within striking distance until
the sixth inning when the distance
clouting of Don Mills put the con
test in the cooler.
The tournament will wind up
next week, with games being
scheduled Monday through Thurs
day. The tourney is being run off
in a hurry to enable intramural
softball to start the following
week.
ROSTERS
Team rosters to-date are as fol
lows:
Frosh: Dow, Rogers, Monagan,
Boyarsky, Smith, Hamm, Condron
and Mills.
Sophs: Chaney, Bird, Fox, Harter, Addis, Brownell, Klaas and
Wilson.
Juniors: Toland, McWilliams, Savelli, Griffiths, Dewey, Adamina,
Irish, Rotsch and Becker.
Seniors: Parsons, Rivera, Tulloch, Swagerty, Wilson, Finney, Mc
Donnell and Hoffman.

Tiger Racketeers
Meet Fresno
Tomorrow

In tune-up match for the Far
Western Conference Champion
ships, which will be held on the
Pacific courts next week, the Col
lege of the Pacific tennis team
tomorrow morning will meet the
Fresno State College netmen in
Fresno.
Coach Kjeldsen will probably
name Ted Eschwig, Francis Hellman, Russ Pugmire, Marcello
Umipeg, and Jack McBride to make
the trip.
ESCHWIG NO. 1
In, an attempt to shake the hoo
doo that has been hanging over
the Bengals in their past few
matches Coach Kjeldsen has dras
Delta Phi Epsilon is the first tically changed the lineup. Ted
and only national professional for Eschwig will probably replace
eign trade fraternity.
Francis Hellman, upsetting the
latter in a ladder match earlier
in the week.
This will be Eschwig's first match
of the year and he draws a tartar
in Dean St. Johns, Fresno State
ace and Far Western Conference
singles champion.
Home of the Genuine
SAPIRO UNAVAILABLE
Russ Pugmire will drop back to
Barbecue
the third position and Hellman
Sandwiches
will try his luck in the number
two spot. Marcello Umipeg, rapidly
Hamburgers—Hot Dogs
improving his game may be used
in the number four position. Jack
WE NEVER CLOSE
McBride has shown flashes of his
old time form and will probably
be used in the number five posi
tion.
Herman Sapiro will be unavail
able for this match, but he will
be ready for the matches with
San Mateo J. C.
925 E. Harding Ph. 8953

Newby's Inc.

SPORTS
JACKET
THE SPORTS JACKET without a collar has
reached hurricane force this year. Men of taste
and discernment wear it over their sports shirts
with slacks. The collar of the shirt becomes the
collar of the jacket which was also worn with
an ascot In natural and green
Palm Beach Cloth

$10.75

BrSV5 & MsKISASJ
for men — for boys

213-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

The College
Book Store
Says:
| Before you catch the
spring fever, it will
pay you to catch a
glimpse of those new
athletic shirts . . .
And see the new Col
lege jewelry, rings,
bracelets, and other
novelties.

COLLEGE
BOOK STORE

Tiger Cindermen
Meet S. F. State
Pacific Thinclads Up Against
Toughest Opponent To-Date
Sharpening their claws to a razor edge, the Pi'
Tigers are out to pull an upset when they'tangle
the undefeated San Francisco State cindermen toinrT
morning in a dual meet at Kezar Stadium.
' niestei11
e
Ready for action and determined to make a suij e

,V

Tigers Defeat J. C. Trackmen
Kjeldsenites
J. C. Thinclads Tangle With
Meet Menlo
Tarzans
Running true to form, the Col
lege of Pacific Tigers handed the
Stockton Junior College track team
a 100 to 26 drubbing and set a new
Bengal record in the two-mile run
last Saturday morning in their dual
meet at Baxter Stadium.
Coach Jackson stated that the
score wasn't what he was after,
but rather the performances of the
two teams. Considering the ex
hibition Jimmy Ramos put on
when he broke the Jaysee low
hurdle record, the Cubs did well.
NELSON SETS RECORD
Nelson, crack varsity runner, set
a new mark in the two-mile when
he covered the distance in 10:27.3
and Tomasini tied the half-mile
record of 1:59.5.
Dan Looney and George Toma
sini ran a feature 440-yard dash
during the half time of the VarsityAlumni football classic. Looney
has been primed to set a new rec
ord and breast the tape at 50 sec
onds flat, but the strong wind
proved to be too much for him
when he hit the back stretch. His
time was :51.5.
High scoring honors of the meet
went to Looney who tallied a total
of fifteen points.
Ford trailed
along in second place with a total
of 10 points.
THE SUMMARY:
100-yard dash — Looney (COP),
Fanucchi (COP), McDonald (COP)
Time 10.5.
220-yard dash — Looney (COP),
Phifer (COP), McDonald (COP).
Time 23.
440-yard dash — Looney (COP),
Tomasini (COP), Atkinson (COP)
Time 51.5.
880-yard dash—Tomasini (COP),
Miller (SJC), Meyers (COP). Time
1:59.5.
Mile run—Scott (COP), Hanner
(SJC), Hoffman (COP). Time.
4:45.9.
Two-mile run — Nelson (COP),
Richards
(SJC), Scott
(COP)
Time 10:27.3.
120-yard high hurdles — Hill
(COP), Kelley
(COP), Ramos
(SJC) Time: 16.6.
220-yard low hurdles — Ramos
(SJC)), Hill (COP), Kelley (COP)
Time :26.4.
Javelin —Timm (COP), Dunlap
(COP), Davies (SJC) Distance
:147' 10".
Shot—Avery (COP), Bonnifield
(COP), Keeble (COP) Distance:
41' 8%".
Discus—Bonnifield (COP), Bent
ley (COP), Kelley (COP) Distance:
138' 6".
Pole Vault—Ford (COP), Davies
and Ramos tie (SJC) Height: 12
feet 4 inches.
High Jump—Ford (COP), Kelley
(COP) and Ostrander (SJC) tied.
Height: 6 feet, % inch.
Broad Jump — Purcell (COP),
Davies (SJC), Ostrander (SJC).
Distance: 21'.
o

Stockton Heavy Favorites
Over Cubs In Final Meet
Of Jaysee Season
Coach Earl Jackson's Stockton
Junior College cindermen bring
their 1939 track and field campaign
to a close this afternoon as they
tangle with the highly touted Stock
ton High track team at Baxter
Stadium. The meet is scheduled to
start at 3 p. m.
Closing their schedule with the
toughest opponent of the season,
the Cubs will be up to their necks
in trouble from the opening pole
vault event until the final relay.
GOOD RECORD
Standing on their past laurels,
Stockton High will be heavy fav
orites to emerge on the long end
of the score. The Tarzans came
within eight points of defeating
the Stanford Frosh two weeks ago
and should have little trouble de
feating the Jaysee spikemen this
afternoon.
Despite the Tarzans' apparent
superiority over the Junior College
squad, the meet should prove to
be interesting and many of the
events are expected to be closely
contested.
LEICHT TOPS
Jake Leicht, high school ace, will
probably have things his own way
in the century race and the 220yd. dash, However, Miller, of the
Cubs, should hand the cinder fans
a few tense moments when he
battles it out with Burgess, Tarzan
sprinter, in the quarter mile.
One of the most promising events
of the day will come off in the
mile run as Hanner, Jackson's
distance "find," matches strides
with Jerken of Stockton High.
J. C. HURDLE MASTERS
Mills of the Jaysee should win
the football throw from Ford and
Kenny Rogers is slated to show
his heels to the Tarzan contestants
in the high hurdles. Jimmy Ramos
will probably cop the low hurdles
without much trouble, but the re
lay will undoubtedly go to Stock
ton High. All in all, the meet
should be a real crowd pleaser.
This meet will mark the last
appearance of the Junior College
squad this season unless one or
two outstanding individuals are
awarded a trip to the West Coast
Relays.

Field Trip
Last Saturday a group of twenty
six students, headed by Dr. E. E.
Stanford and Miss Nancy Toms
enjoyed a Man's Biological World
field trip in the vicinity of Jack
son.

Ida M. Tarbell, famed bigraphy
writer, was the lone "co-ed" at Al
legheny College in the class of
1876.
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m the 'big boys" show
! to
of five
a crowd
yuite
COLLEGE PINS
I Quite
a contrast to
AND TROPHIES
[ odd souls who jammer
jamme

HUMPHREYS

The Modern Dancing 'classes
about 150 strong, will put on a
technique exhibition during Edu
cational Week, as part of the Col
lege contribution to the city-wide
open house being held at all schools
next week.

Fountain
Curb Service

COLLARLESS

Johnny Cechini, stellar lineman
on the Bengal eleven from 1934 to
1936, has announced his acceptance
of an assistant football coaching
job at the University of Louisville,
Louisville, Ky.
Cechini will be working under
Laurie Apitz, former Pacific bas
ketball and grid line coach, who is
also director of athletics at the
Kentucky school.
Johnny will leave for his new
job late in August.

Kdlted by JACK PRICE

Tigers Show Strength
For Fall Campaign;
Coe Steals Spotlight
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg's Gold
en Tigers closed their 1939 spring
football practice last Saturday
Hop aboard Pacific's Far West afternoon at Baxter Stadium by
ern Conference special next Satur dropping a 13-6 decisioon to the
day and spond a day on the cam Alumni eleven In Pacific's annual
pus packed with exciting entertain Varsity-Alumni grid classic.
Showing promise of doing great
ment, your student body card be
things in their coming fall cam
ing the only price of admission.
With
the conference tennis paign, the Staggmen handed the
matches being held throughout the visiting high school athletes and
day, Pacific net fans will be as the local fans a pre-season eye-full
sured of several first-rate exhibi as they displayed their wares
tions when the champions pair off. against the picked all-star team.
Probably the most outstanding fig HELD UPPER HAND
ure of the meet will be Fresno
Despite the final score, the Ben
State's Far Western singles champ, gal grid machine held the upper
Dean St. John.
hand and played three-fourths of
the game inside the Alumni's 30DOUBLE FEATURE
yd. line. The old grads found
For cinder fans, we offer the
themselves with their backs to the
conference finals being held in
wall four times during the opening
Baxter Stadium at the same time
half and four times they stood
that the net playoffs are in prog
fast.
»
ress.
Going into the last half with no
Bringing together the cream of score, the Seniors began to start
the field, the F. W. C. meet should an attack of their own and as the
be one of the hottest contests on third period came to a close, Doug
the Coast this year.
Vieira, ineligible playing for the
Coach Jackson has been priming old-timers, drove over for the first
his potential record breakers for score of the game. Making good
the past two weeks and the Tigers the extra point, the eleven old men
will be in top form to slip into led 7-0.
second place behind the heavilyCOE . RUNS 80 YARDS
favored Bulldog squad.
Bob Coe's sensational eighty-yard
With all the above just waiting
for your presence, what else is run to a touchdown after inter
there to do but take a day off and cepting a pass as the gun went
enjoy yourself at the Bengals' Con off was the most spectacular play
of the afternoon.
ference day?
Having gained a score through
SCOTT SERVES NOTICE
the efforts of their first string
This week's track comments fall line and the fancy running of Bill
on Pacific's hard-training distance Scooter" Thomas, but failing to
runner, Arnie Scott, who came into make good the extra point, the
his own last Saturday by taking a Staggmen were taking to the air
first in the mile run
for victory when Coe's intercep
Working out nightly without tion cut them off cold.
mention of press notices, Scott has
WATCH DEWEY
been slowly but surely moving into
Coach Stagg mixed his line-ups
the sports' limelight and now he is
ready to throw in his bit for the to discover which newcomers would
Tigers in their big meet next probably see service next season.
Among the most outstanding
week.
greenhorns of the game were Willie
TRAXLER OPENS SEASON
"Shadow" Boyarski, Bob "Admiral"
When the Joplin Miners of the Dewey and Les Dow.
Western Associationo opened their
Boyarski showed potential pros
season Wednesday night, Pacific's pects of working into a good wingArnie Traxler was playing right man with his pass receiving abili
field for the Yankee farm club ty. Both Dow and Dewey should
and batting in the clean-up hole be ready to fill Jo-Babe McWillTrax was shifted from left field iams shoes at the pivot position in
to right to give the Miners full another year.
benefit of his powerful throwing
Playing for the Alumni, Dewey
arm
seemed to be all over the field and
always on the spot to halt the
Tigers' line drives.
VETERANS HIT FORM
Stan Vaughan, Dick Bentley and
Emil Seifert set the pace for the
Dr. Charles A. Kraus, president varsity veterans. Bentley had a
of the American Chemical Society, field day in blocking and Seifert,
spoke to a student-faculty audi who saw little service last year,
ence in Weber Hall Wednesday forced the Bengal top rankers to
evening, April 26, on "Recent Ad sit up and take notice with his
vances in Chemistry Electrolytes." brilliant offensive play.
For the best all-around game
John Cechini grabbed top honors
with his stalwart defense on the
Alumni goal line stands.
The Staggmen lacked the serv
ices of Bobby Kientz from the sec
Men desiring summer ond quarter on because of a hip
employment. Fill out ap injury he received in the opening
quarter. Up to that time, Kientz
plication blanks in Room was carrying the brunt of the of
I'll of the Administration fensive burden. o
Establishment of a pneumonia
Bldg. on Monday, May 1,
control laboratory has been pro
from 12-2 only.
posed for Louisiana State Univer
sity.
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